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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to propose a model to strengthen the security of key man-
agement in cloud computing, where the model is shared or entirely controlled by a non-trusted
third party provider. Key management is not a straightforward matter for IT-teams, in addition
to critical issues related to properly managing and securing the keys on providers’ infrastructures,
they have to deal with concerns specific to multi-cloud key management. Hardware Security Mod-
ule (HSM) solution that offers a secure on-premise encryption key management turned out be
impracticable for widespread cloud deployment. HSM as a Service seems to be the best approach
for key management in multi-cloud, but the service is wholly owned and managed by another cloud
provider. In This paper, we present an efficient and secure cloud key management that fulfills the
requirements of multi-cloud deployment. The proposed design splits the key into a blinded version
of n shares that will be stored in encrypted format at the cloud provider side. To demonstrate
the efficiency of the proposed design, we implement a fully featured prototype and evaluate its
performance. Results analysis shows that the proposed design is highly efficient and can serve as
a groundwork for using secret share as a way to protect keys in a multi-cloud environment.

Keywords: Key Management Security, Secret sharing, MultiCloud , Cryptography, Security and
Privacy

1 Introduction

According to a study by the International Data Group, 81% of organizations have at
least one application or a portion of their computing infrastructure in the cloud [1].
This is due to the economic nature of cloud computing, which can reduce the cost
and complexity of owning and managing internal infrastructure in an on-demand
and pay-as-you-go metric. However, its adoption lead to data control loss to an un-
reliable Cloud Service Provider (CSP). The main concerns are about confidentiality,
integrity and privacy of the outsourced data [2, 3]

CSPs are leveraging cryptography as lever for mitigating security concerns in
order to strength confidence of end users on their services. Cryptography can be
involved in two major levels of security, namely secure storage [11, 4–7] and secure
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computation [12–15]. Recently, some commercial offers of secure storage services
with encrypted data were implemented in cloud infrastructures. The most known
secure storage services, which encrypt data on the client side prior to outsourcing
it, are Spideroak and Dropbox.

As for On-premise infrastructure, protecting digital assets and secure commu-
nication depend mainly on cryptography, the increasing of cyber attacks led the
management of cryptographic keys more important than the key itself. This means
that companies need to be more vigilant in key management at the cloud level.
Depending on the type of cloud service in use, most key management functions
are partially or fully controlled by the cloud providers. For PaaS and SaaS service
delivery, the major part of the key management is processed internally by the cloud
providers. Even for IaaS model, keys used for signing virtual machine template are
internally managed [8].

Key management encompasses operations like keys generation, storage, archiv-
ing, distribution and destruction at the end of their life cycles. Due to their sensi-
tivity, keys must be handled with care. Keys must be generated in a random way,
stored in a very safe place and exchanged via secure protocols [8, 9]. Very likely,
this is done by making use of hardware facilities. For particular users, smart card
or TPM [20] can be applied, whereas HSM can fit more companies and government
needs. Needless to say that HSM has been developed before the advent of cloud
computing paradigm, therefore they must go along with a key management system
as it occurs on-premise infrastructures.

To alleviate cloud users from managing keys, which are their main goal of em-
bracing cloud services, cloud providers offer HSM as a service. With AWS CloudHSM,
Amazon provide HSM appliances in data centers as a service to users [16]. Undoubt-
edly, the physical HSM limitations related to lack of elasticity and operability have
been addressed by HSM as-service, still there is need for software infrastructure,
owned and procured by cloud services providers, to drive HSM as service. In a
nutshell, HSM as-service has brought some desired security and easy management
properties, but the HSM technology was not originally developed for cloud and still
presents limitations from cloud users perspective.

Recently, another approach achieving effective cloud key management, based on
the use of homomorphic encryption, was put forward. It was dedicated expressly to
cloud services and was designed in such a way to meet the five characteristics of the
cloud computing paradigm including elasticity, On demand self service and avail-
ability. The solution is already integrated with Web Services (AWS) and RedHat,
but it works with any cloud platform.

Security can only proved in semi-honest model. The solution provider, namely
Porticor, must be trusted to implement the protocol as specified and cloud providers’
platforms executing the implementation to have a neutral behavior. Semi-honest
models are believed to be non-trivial task and thus may undermine the security
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gain provided by the solution. The lack of detailed technical information about the
solution and about the span of its adoption by final cloud users make the final
statement very difficult.

This paper introduces a new design for secure and efficient software cloud key
management system. Based on (t, n) robust secret sharing mechanism, the proposed
design splits up the master key on n servers hosted on cloud computing providers
side that communicate on asynchronous private and authenticated channels. The
design tolerates up to (n − t − 1) faulty servers. In addition, the storage of public
information, namely the Lagrange coefficients, speeds up the computation of the
secret (master key) reconstruction making the design more efficient. Furthermore,
we construct a formal model of our design and prove its security in semi-honest
model and finally we report on a prototype of implementation along with the per-
formance study. Well established trusted computation and execution facilities will
be leveraged to share, store and securely compute the key shares and reconstruction

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents prelimi-
naries and basic design. Section 3 aims to present each protocol in the design, while
section 4 presents the design implementation, security analysis and performances.
Finally, we come-up with our conclusions and assumptions

2 preliminaries

2.1 Secret Sharing

The secret sharing theory is a very attractive research field. It has many applica-
tions, multiparty computation is by far the most relevant one. In this paper, we
focus on particular Shamir based secret sharing schemes [10]. We assume that a
dealer wants to share a secret s amongst n parties so that no less than t+ 1 parties
can recover the secret, whereas it can easily be recovered by any t + 1 or more
parties. This is refereed to as (t, n) secret sharing. Shamir based secret sharing
scheme is built upon polynomials over finite field F , with |F | > n. For the sake of
correctness and simplicity, we suppose that F = Fp with p > n.

Whereas it can easily be reconstructed from any t+1 or more shares. Both of
these facts are proved using Lagrange interpolation.

Shamir’s early idea [10] of distributing shares of a secret as evaluations of a
polynomial has become a standard building block in threshold cryptography. The
scheme is based on polynomial interpolation. Given k couples (xi, yi), with distinct

x’
i s , there is one and only one polynomial q(x) of degree k−1 such that q(xi) = yi

for all i. This basic statement can be proved by using Lagrange interpolation.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the secret s is (or can be made) a
number. To divide it into pieces [s]i, we pick a random k − 1 degree polynomial
q(x) = a0 +l x+ · · ·+ atx

t in which q(0) = s , and evaluate:
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s1 = q(1) · · · si = q(i) · · · sn = q(n).

Given any subset of t + 1 of these [s]i values (together with their identifying
indices), we can find the coefficients Li of q(x) by interpolation, and then evaluate

s = q(0) =
i=t+1∑
i=1

Li[s]i, where Li =
∏
j 6=i

(
xj

xj − xi
)

The basic secret sharing scheme will have some flaws if some participants are
dishonest [17]. For withstanding malicious participants, a new type of secret sharing
scheme was proposed by Fieldman [18], called the verifiable secret sharing (VSS)
scheme. The coefficients of this polynomial hidden in the exponent of the generator
of a group in which the discrete-log assumption holds, are published. This allows
that the participants can validate correctness only of their own shares distributed
by the dealer in the distribution phase. In [19], Stadler introduced the publicly
verifiable secret sharing (PVSS) scheme that allows that anyone can verify the
validity of shares without revealing any secret information.

2.2 Model and assumptions

In this paper, we are dealing with scenarios where a software key management
system Following the BYOK (Bring Your Own Keys) model is deployed in the
cloud providers side as an ad-on facility to an existing on-premise key management
system. The keys are managed on the on-premise side, following best practices,
keys are exported, stored and handled in the cloud provider sides in a secure way.
While they are in transit, conventional and well established techniques, including
SSL, SSH DH key exchange are leveraged to achieve security. In the cloud providers
side, keys are stored in a distributed way through n servers S1, S2, · · · , Sn. Latter,
keys are reconstructed and their integrity is verified by using secure computation
approaches. The proposed protocol can be modeled as follows:

– Secure storage. During the lifetime of the application, all servers possess some
sensitive information to be stored in a secure and authenticated way. This could
be shares of the keys or pieces of MAC’s.

– Secure computation. The n servers S1, S2, · · · , Sn are involved in some secure
computation phase taking place in the cloud providers side.

– Online and Offline phases. The protocol goes through periods where servers
are active and other where they are idle. In the active periods, the servers are
requested to send back their keys and MAC’s shares to a dealer who conduct
the secure computation for reconstructing and checking the validity of recovered
keys. These periods, called on online phases, alternate with other where the
servers are inactive. The latter periods are called Offline phases. The Offline and
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Online phases must be synchronized in order to switch between these Offline
and Online periods.

As for on-premise settings, the proposed key management system is imple-
mented as a stand-alone application. The servers in cloud computing sides are fully
autonomous, that is they can switch between offline and online phases without any
interactions with outside the cloud instances. The servers can only communicate
with each other in order to conduct the whole process. In other words, the only
players involved are the servers themselves. This model comes with a limited level
of confidentiality, availability that can be provided. This level is tightly related to
the number of servers required for restoring the secret key without the leakage of
any information about it.

The confidentiality threshold can be defined as the minimal number Confmin

of server an adversary can break into to learn the secret key, whereas the availabil-
ity threshold Availmin as the minimal number of uncorrupted server that should
be available for restoring the key. In a fully autonomous scenario, the number of
malicious servers n-Availmin must be at most n/2 for ensuring confidentiality and
availability of the protocol. This limitation which is mainly due to the requirement
that servers are not allowed to communicate with any instance from outside the
cloud. The requirement about the number of malicious servers can be relaxed by
limited interaction with on-premise key management system.

We make standard assumptions about the well established cryptographic tech-
niques regarding the ability of an adversary to undermine their security. The tech-
niques used for establishing secure and private channels or for authenticating par-
ties, including SSL, SSH, DH key exchange are assumed secure in standard models.

2.3 Basic Design

We here give an informal description of our protocol that implement cloud key man-
agement system based on Robust Verifiable Secret Sharing with fully autonomous
servers. The protocol consists in three main phases. A set up phase where the on-
premise key management system computes the shares of the master key and the
MAC and communicates them to the main instance (dealer) in cloud provider side
trough a secure channel. The second phase is where the servers enter into an offline
period after receiving their shares and the final one consisting in conducting secure
computation to reconstruct the secret key after they return to online period. The
two subsequent phases are launched by the main instance.

Our protocol for key management in cloud computing, denoted cloudKMS con-
sists of three main components, namely the key management system on-premise,
an appliance acting as the dealer and n servers S1, S2, · · · , Sn. The appliance and
servers, owned and managed by cloud users, are located in cloud side. We assume
that the appliance is a trusted component. It is a semi-honest component (pas-
sive), which means that it behaves as prescribed by the protocol. This goal can
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be achieved by issuing remote attestation for its software. The protection against
passive attackers (an eavesdropper) is provided by a leveraging a trusted execution
mode such as SGX enclave and by using standard cryptographic tools like SSL,
SSH.

The protocol cloudKMS assume that a key management system is already active
on the user side (on premise). The KMS is responsible for generating the keys that
will be used on the cloud computing side following the model BYOK. For the sake
of simplicity, we assume that we are dealing with a single key, the master key
K. The protocol cloudKMS can be conducted in three sub protocols. A Set up
protocol generating the public parameters and computing the shares of the key k,
denoted [s]i. The sub protocol Sharing delivers the shares [s]i to the servers Si in
a confidential and authenticated way. The last sub protocol Reconstruction allows
to get back the share and to conduct computations and reconstruct the master
key. We now introduce the formal model of our protocol cloudKMS following the
model BYOK (Bring Your Own Keys ). As mentioned above, the protocol consists
of three sub protocols.

– Protocol Setup(k): executed by the key management system on-premise, it takes
the security parameter k.The protocol outputs the corresponding MAC of k
denoted γ, the finite field Fp and the public shares [s]i of the master key along
with the public shares of the MAC γ′i for i = 1, · · · , n.

– Protocol Sharing(γ, [s]i, γ
′
i): Executed by the trusted appliance, it takes shares

of the master key and MAC along with value of the MAC. The protocol deliv-
ers/retrieves the shares [s]i, γj , for i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n} to/from the servers. The
value of the MAC γ is stored by the trusted appliance.

– Protocol Reconstruction([s]i, γ
′
i) takes as inputs the shares of the master key

and the MAC. The protocol executed by the trusted appliance outputs the mas-
ter key s. We note the protocol recover the MAC from its sharing and compares
it with the public value γ stored by trusted appliance before reconstructing the
master key

3 The proposed protocol

In this section we describe the main 3 sub protocols of our cloud key management
system cloudKMS , namely SetUp, Sharing and Reconstruction.

We denote the number of servers by n and the security parameter (master key)
by k. We assume that there is one k from which we derived the specific shares. The
k will be used during the life of the system. As mentioned before, the traffic be-
tween the components of the system is encrypted and authenticated using standard
cryptographic tools.
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3.1 SetUp protocol

To initiate the process, a user through the on-premise key management system de-
noted OKMS generates the master key k. Executed by an application on behalf of
the key management system on premise, it takes k.The protocol outputs the finite
field Fp, the public shares [s]i of k along with its MAC (γ) and the public shares
of the MAC γ′i for i = 1, · · · , n. The algorithm 1 depicts the implementation of the
protocol.

Algorithm 1 Sub protocol Setup
1: function SetUp(OKMS , A)
2: Compute the MAC γ ←MACk
3: Sample random number a1, · · · , an ∈ Zp and b1, · · · , bn ∈ Zp

4: Set a0 ← s and b0 ← γ
5: Set q(x)←

∑i=t
i=0 aix

i and p(x)←
∑i=t

i=0 bix
i

6: Compute [s]i ← p(i) and γ′i ← q(i) for i = 1, · · · , n
7: Send to appliance A: γ and ([s]i, γ

′
i) for i = 1, · · · , n

3.2 Sharing

This protocol is executed with SetUp and Reconstruction protocols. It takes shares
of the master key [si] key and MAC γ along with value of the MAC γ′i. The protocol
delivers/retrieves the shares [s]i, γj , for i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n} to/from the servers. The
value of the MAC γ is stored by the trusted appliance. (Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2 Sub protocol Sharing
1: function Sharing(A, S)
2: Store the MAC γ
3: Send each servers Si: ([s]i, γ

′
i) for i = 1, · · · , n

3.3 Reconstruction

Takes as inputs the shares of the master key and the value of γ′1. The protocol
executed by the trusted appliance outputs the master key s. We note the protocol
recover the MAC from its sharing (γ′i) and compares it with the public value γ
stored by trusted appliance before reconstructing the master key.
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Algorithm 3 Sub protocol Reconstruction
1: function POST(S, A)
2: number share Integer ← 1
3: Compute Li ←

∏
j 6=i(

xj

xj−xi
)

4: Compute s← q(0)←
∑i=t+1

i=1 Li[s]i
5: Compute γ = p(0)←

∑i=t+1
i=1 Li[γ

′]i
6: if γ == q(0) then
7: compute k
8: else
9: PickAnotherShare number share← 0

10: if number share == 0 then
11: Print : A share has been compromised

4 Security Analysis and Performance Evaluation

Figure 1 shows a presentation of how tests were conducted and where the shares
were stored/retrieved.

Fig. 1. General Schema

We implemented our 3 protocols with Java 1.8 using a 64 bits Windows op-
erating system with i7-8565 (1.8 GHz) processor and 16Go installed RAM. The
Sharing protocol has been developed using JCraft library which is a pure Java im-
plementation of SSH2 that is known to have more defensive mechanisms to avoid
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vulnerabilities. Experiments are performed on different key size (AES-128, AES-
192, AES-256, RSA-1024, RSA-2048 and RSA-4096) while the t and n of shamir
secret sharing were t = 3 and n = 9.

We measured the performance of the proposed protocol using our developed
prototype. We divided the overhead time of each measurement into :

– SetUp and Share : The split of secret into shares, MAC computation and the
Upload time to Servers;

– Share and Reconstruction : The download time from Server, computation of
MAC and reconstruction of secret

Tables 1 and 2 show the results of the running time for computation and file
upload/download in seconds.

Table 1. SetUp and Share protocols performances

Key Size SSS Computation Upload Total Latency Upload

AES-128 0.005 18 18.005 ± 0.8
AES-192 0.005 18 18.005 ± 0.8
AES-256 0.005 18 18.005 ± 0.8
RSA-1024 0.03 18 18.03 ± 0.8
RSA-2048 0.03 18 18.03 ± 0.8
RSA-4096 0.03 18 18.03 ± 0.8

Table 2. Share and Reconstruction protocols performances

Key Size SSS Computation Download Total Latency Download

AES-128 0.04 7.86 7.9 ± 0.43
AES-192 0.04 7.86 7.9 ± 0.43
AES-256 0.04 7.86 7.9 ± 0.43
RSA-1024 0.07 7.86 7.93 ± 0.43
RSA-2048 0.07 7.86 7.93 ± 0.43
RSA-4096 0.07 7.86 7.93 ± 0.43

Analysis proves that data transmission is a dominant factor while shares compu-
tation do not heavily penalize the performance of the proposed design for different
key size (Figures 2 and 3). The latency time depends mainly on network quality
for file transfer and also the time taken by the appliance to authenticate to servers.

It is obvious that the proposed protocol adds a new security layer for the secret
key confidentiality. Based on our proposed design security threats may be a :

– Malicious insider user who may attempt to gather information through side
channel attacks
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Fig. 2. SetUp and Share Time Fig. 3. Share and Reconstruction Time

– Malicious external attacker who may try to intercept communication and steal
the shares.

The secret share addresses the specific need to enhance the security of the key during
its lifetime. The use of secret share schema establishes a mechanism of sharing
sensitive data securely amongst an untrusted network. Besides, our proposed design
inherits some properties related to Shamir’s (k, n) thresholds as:

– The system is Information-theoretic security meaning that an attacker with
high computational power cannot break the secret without having minimum
number of thresholds required to reconstruct the key.

– The system is extensible, where ki could be dynamically added/removed without
affecting other shares

– The size of each share does not exceed the size of the original data

However, during the upload/download of the shares it was noticed that the
system freezes or takes longer than usual to upload or download the shares, this is
usually due to the network connection and/or the interactions of the Appliance with
the servers to authentication management. In addition, if a share is compromised,
it will be difficult to know which part was affected.

The mere fact that the Appliance is hosted in on-premise does not mean that it
is completely trusted. A malicious insider can still tamper with the application. This
issue depends mainly on the organization hosting the KMS it self. Intel SGX may
be leveraged to offer hardware-based memory encryption and isolates the running
Appliance code and data in memory from processes running at a higher privilege
level.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we proposed a secure cloud key management based on the robust
secret share. The protocol is based on Shamir secret sharing that securely distribute
fragments of secret key amongst a different distributed cloud server. We have also
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implemented a prototype of our proposed prototype to demonstrate its practicality.
The results are promising, the computation of shares and MAC are very negligible
compared to data transfer. In the future, we plan to improve the proposed Appliance
through the use of Intel SGX which will give it more protection from disclosure or
modification. And implementing a sub-Appliance that will split the share of a server
into other shares in order to improve the security of the secret.
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